THE CLOUD ATTACK CHAIN

About Sift Security
Sift Security is a next-generation cloud security provider, helping organizations
optimize their security and cloud operations, incident response, and threat-hunting
teams. Sift Security can be deployed standalone or integrated with your existing SIEM
platform.

The Cloud Attack Chain
The Cloud Attack Chain is a simplified attack chain model that describes
typical attacks on public cloud infrastructure. The attack chain describes how
an attacker gains access to a victim’s cloud environment, how they move
laterally through the target cloud infrastructure, and what malicious actions
they perform. This document describes the four stages of the attack chain
and provides detailed examples of some real-world attacks. The stages of the
attack chain are:

• Exposure: Exposure of cloud resources is at the beginning of any
cloud attack. Exposure can be deliberate, based on business trade-offs,
or accidental, resulting from misconfigured resources or unpatched
vulnerabilities. Exposures are where attackers start looking for a way in.

• Access: Access occurs when an attacker has figured out how to exploit
an exposure and gains access to your cloud infrastructure.

• Lateral Movement: With access to your infrastructure, the attacker
identifies targets for the attack, gaining access to additional resources or
escalating their privileges.

• Actions: Now having access to the resources they need, the attacker
performs some malicious action to fulfill their objectives
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Exposure
This section describes the different ways your cloud infrastructure can be exposed to attackers,
the first stage in the attack chain.

Deliberate Exposure
A deliberate exposure occurs when something is deliberately exposed, driven by business
priorities. For example, customer-facing applications must be open for legitimate users to
access them. Those applications are now exposed to the Internet and susceptible to attacks.
Attackers will attempt to attack vulnerabilities or exploit weak credentials in the exposed
applications.
Exposure can also take the form of user credentials. Users are given access to cloud resources
to perform their job functions. The term “users” here refers to IAM (Identity and Access
Management) users. These are the user accounts of the Cloud Infrastructure itself. These
accounts can be used to access data found in storage buckets or databases, or to make changes
to the cloud infrastructure, including modifying network and user policies. The level of user
access is determined by policies applied to that account.
A user account may have a username and password and/or and API key to access cloud
resources. Using multi-factor authentication (MFA) can provide an extra layer of protection
against compromised user accounts. However, many services and users may have access
keys that don’t use MFA to streamline workflows, such as those used on build servers or by
developers. Attackers typically focused on obtaining these types of credentials.

A deliberate exposure occurs when something is deliberately exposed,
driven by business priorities. For example, customer-facing applications
must be open for legitimate users to access them. Those applications
are now exposed to the Internet and susceptible to attacks. Attackers
will attempt to attack vulnerabilities or exploit weak credentials in the
exposed applications.

Vulnerabilities
Patching vulnerabilities in exposed services is vital to maintaining a secure
cloud environment. Attackers make automated and persistent efforts to find
and exploit vulnerabilities in such services. Sometimes, a patch may not be
available for a zero day vulnerability, or a patch might not have yet been
applied due to business priorities. Visibility into these vulnerabilities helps
prioritize investigations of potential breaches.

Leaked Credentials
Credentials are commonly leaked when accidentally included with source
code posted in public repositories, such as GitHub. This type of leak is so
common that AWS will alert you if it occurs on the most popular sites.
However, AWS does not cover all possible sites on which credentials might be
leaked, nor do they cover leaks via email, lost thumb drives, or other channels.
Monitoring for usage from unusual locations, during unusual times of the day,
or to unusual resources are all indicators that a credential has been leaked
and may be in the hands of an attacker.
Attackers will also seek out credential via the following methods:
•

Targeted phishing campaigns to trick users into sharing their credentials.
For example, attackers can present uses with a fake login page intended
to trick them into sharing their credentials. Another approach is to use the
phishing campaign to trick users into downloading and installing malware
that gives the attacker access to the users credentials.

•

Malware-based attacks to compromise laptops, workstations, and servers
that contain user credentials or API keys. The malware can be delivered
through any means, such as phishing emails or drive by downloads. Here,
the attacker can either export the stolen credentials to use from their own
environment, or use the compromised host to access the victim’s cloud
environment. The latter is the more powerful alternative -- by using the
compromised host, the attacker can bypasses any IP restrictions associated
with the compromised credentials.

•

Dictionary attacks looking for credential re-user or weak passwords.
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Misconfigured Resources
Misconfigured resources are a very common way for an attacker to get access to public cloud
infrastructure. These are changes made by for legitimate purposes that have unintended
consequences.
Such changes include:
•

S3 bucket misconfiguration: a user exposes objects or entire buckets containing sensitive
data.

•

Security group changes: a user exposes sensitive network services to the Internet by
opening

An attacker discovers misconfigured resources by scanning for open ports and buckets. In the
cloud, organizations may not have specific public subnets allocated to them. This complicates
targeted port scanning efforts because attackers may have trouble identifying which IP
addresses belong to an organization. Instead, victims are likely to be targeted simply because
they are public cloud users. Scanning for storage buckets specific to an organization similarly
requires some a priori information about how that organization names their storage buckets.
Once a misconfigured resources has been identified, the attacker already has access to sensitive
resources without any additional effort.

Access
There are four primary ways a user gains access to your environment: through compromised
user credentials, compromised instances, and misconfigured resources, or by a malicious insider.

Misconfigured resources are a very common way for an attacker to
get access to public cloud infrastructure. These are changes made
by for legitimate purposes that have unintended consequences.

Compromised Users
An attacker has gained access to some user’s credentials -- either a username
/ password combination or an API key. If the attacker has access to the victim’s
email, laptop or other device, they may have also compromised the MFA. At this
stage, the attacker will have all the level of access normally associated with that
user.

Compromised Instances
In public cloud infrastructure, instance roles are used instead of user accounts to
specify what resources an instance has access to. Getting access to an instance
provides an attacker with an ability to move laterally and perform actions based
on that instance’s role. Ways that an attacker can gain access to an instances are:
•

Exploiting a vulnerability, such as on a publicly facing web application.

•

Exploiting weak credentials, such as brute forcing a publicly facing SSH server.

•

By leveraging compromised user credentials, such as creating new instances
or installing their access keys on existing instances.

•

Through targeted phishing focused on obtaining the credentials the victims
use to login to the instances. This is similar to the compromised user scenario,
only here the attacker discovers SSH keys or similar access credentials instead
of cloud credentials or API keys. The attacker uses the SSH keys to login to
instances in the victim’s cloud.

•

Through malware-based attacks. This is also similar to the compromised user
scenario, only here focused on discovery of other credentials, such as SSH
keys. Again, the attacker can leverage the compromised laptop, workstation, or
server directly to log into the cloud environment, possibly circumventing IP
address restrictions.
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Any compromised instance can have very similar permissions to any compromised user. In
practice, it is unlikely that an instance has permission to make IAM changes or create new
instances. For this reason, the scope of a breach that starts with a compromised instance is
different than that of a user compromised instance. A compromised instance is likely to have
access to datastores and other instances within the victim’s VPC, while a compromised user is
likely to have more control plane access.

From Misconfigured Resources
Attackers scour misconfigured resources for additional information they can leverage. The
scope of the lateral movement from a misconfigured resources is the information it contains.
This information can include:
•

IAM credentials they can use to compromise a user account

•

User information they can use in targeted phishing campaigns

•

Information about the victim’s network they can leverage to launch additional attacks

If a misconfigured resources does not contain anly valuable information to leverage for lateral
movement, the most likely outcome is data loss, ransom, or exposure, depending on the level of
access the attacker has to the data.

Attackers scour misconfigured resources for additional information
they can leverage. The scope of the lateral movement from a
misconfigured resources is the information it contains.

Actions
The actions an attacker takes after the initial access and lateral movement are
largely dependent not on how the user got access, but the scope of the resources
they were able to gain access to during the lateral movement phase.

• Data exfiltration:

An attacker’s goal is often to find trade secrets,
customer data, or Personal Identifiable Information (PII) that they can leverage
for financial gain. Databases, s3 buckets, and data stored on instances in the
environment can all be exposed as part of a cloud-based attack.

• Data loss: Attacker’s looking to sabotage their victims, either to hurt
a competitor or hold their infrastructure for ransom, can destroy data in
the victim’s environment. This include databases, s3 buckets, and even the
infrastructure itself.

• Resource Theft: Another common strategy is for the attacker to use the
victim’s resources for financial benefit, typically by mining cryptocurrency in
the victim’s account.

• Launching other attacks: The victim’s infrastructure can provide a good
point for launching other attacks, such hosting malware, running botnets, or
launching DoS attacks against other organizations.

• Ransom: An attacker with IAM access can lock a victim out of their account
by removing user permissions, can encrypt resources with their own keys, can
modify data stored in databases and buckets, or perform other actions to limit
a victim’s access to their own cloud environment. The higher the level access
the attacker has, the more difficult they can make it for the victim to regain
access on their own. There have been documented cases of attackers using
their admin-level access to a victim’s environment as ransom -- pay up or we
will continue to delete your information and infrastructure.
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Any compromised instance can have very similar permissions to any compromised user. In
practice, it is unlikely that an instance has permission to make IAM changes or create new
instances. For this reason, the scope of a breach that starts with a compromised instance is
different than that of a user. compromised instance is likely to have access to datastores and
other instances within the victim’s VPC, while a compromised user is likely to have more control
plane access.

Examples
This section describes a few different example scenarios, showing the actions of an attacker
against a cloud environment and how they map into the cloud attack chain.

Compromised User Account to Bitcoin Mining
In this scenario, as compromised user account leads to the creation of a large, expensive bitcoin
mining rig in the victim’s VPC, costing the victim 10s of thousands of dollars.

Compromised Instance to Data Exfiltration
In this scenario, an attacker compromises an instance to steal customer data from the victim.

Malicious Insider to Data Exfiltration
In this scenario, a malicious insider goes hunting for the company’s source code before leaving.

Sift Security CloudHunter uses the Cloud Attack Chain to detect, contextualize, and prioritize threats
to your cloud environment. We combine alerts from third party cloud security tools and our own
rules and anomaly detection engines, using the Cloud Attack Chain to identify the highest priority
security threats and incidents in your cloud environment. CloudHunter’s Cloud Attack Chainbased threat detection, alert enrichment, graph visualization, and response capabilities enable you
to quickly investigate and respond to cloud-based threats, protecting your cloud infrastructure
against increasingly sophisticated and determined adversaries. Check out the CloudHunter Data
Sheet, and learn more how CloudHunter can help detect the stages of an attack chain in the cloud:
https://siftsecurity.com/papers/Sift-Security-Cloud-Hunter/view.
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